
 Sapra is an enigmatic rapper, actor 

and producer who hails from New 

Delhi, India. His love of the arts 

developed at a young age. Growing 

up playing the tablas and performing 

in local theatre troupes, Sapra 

understood the power music, film and 

theatre had on the world around him. He saw music and art as tools that could help 

elevate the consciousness of those around him. He believed art in all forms could carry 

a powerful message that could impact the world in both meaningful and profound ways. 

After touring India all throughout high school, Sapra felt a true calling to pursue film and 

acting professionally. He then decided to move to the United States to study film at New 

York Film Academy (NYFA) & acting at UCLA in Los Angeles, CA. 

After producing and directing several music videos for other artists, Sapra knew 

he needed to get his message out there to the world through his music. By fusing 

together Eastern Bollywood rhythms with contemporary Hip Hop sounds, Sapra’s music 

is poetic yet relatable in ways that almost anyone can resonate with. His music helps 

address social issues such as body positivity, drug abuse, human rights while touching 

on other universal themes such as love and romance. His Bollywood influences have 

allowed him to bring an upbeat and dance-able quality to his music while still helping to 

address topics that typically are stigmatized. He believes in the power of love and its 

ability to fortify the human spirit.  



With one of a kind tracks such as “Coco” and “High on Love”, Sapra has been 

able to tap into a sound that elevates, inspires and motivates those who listen in to live 

life in an empowered way. The artistry he incorporates into his music videos is exquisite 

as his training as a filmmaker translates beautifully onscreen. The vision he brings to his 

music and his music videos are almost otherworldly. Released in early 2019, his track 

“Coco” has over 1,000,000 views on YouTube as the video exemplifies the unique 

fusion of his beloved Bollywood rhythms, Hip Hop beats while addressing the 

transcendent power of love. 


